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Rents for
office space
likely to
rise: Report

TIGHTER MARKET
The slow and steady
build-up of demand
has resulted in a
tighter leasing
environment where
landlords are now less
flexible on rental
negotiations and
instead have been
holding or increasing
their asking rents.
– Ms Cheng Siow Ying, DTZ’s
executive director of business
space

Higher demand mainly from SMEs,
in non-financial industries
By RACHAEL BOON
OFFICE landlords seem to have
enjoyed a recovery in this quarter
with higher rents on the cards, according to a new report yesterday.
The demand for space is coming from small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
mainly in non-financial industries
such as media, information and
communications, and businesses
in professional and business services, said DTZ Research.
Another sign of a more buoyant market is seen in the net absorption rate, which increased to
about 350,000 sq ft from July 1 to
this point in September.
This is double the net absorption recorded for the three
months to June 30.
Net absorption is the difference between the amount of space
placed on the market and the
amount leased.
However, while occupancy

rates have increased in most areas
due to the greater take-up during
this period, the islandwide occupancy rate fell by 1.6 percentage
points to 94.6 per cent compared
with the three months to June 30.
DTZ said that this was due to
the completed Asia Square Tower
2, Metropolis Tower 1 and
Nexus@one-north. These buildings added more than 1.4 million
sq ft of vacant office stock in this
quarter.
Ms Cheng Siow Ying, DTZ’s executive director of business space,
said: “Besides the expansion of
space by existing occupiers within
the Central Business District
(CBD), take-up of office space in
this period primarily stemmed
from small- to medium-sized
firms.”
Ms Cheng added that the smaller space requirements by these
firms meant that “demand figures
have remained relatively modest
in 2013”.
DTZ also noted that more ser-

The market for office space has seen demand go up this quarter, but while the occupancy rates in most areas have risen,
the islandwide occupancy rate fell to 94.6 per cent, mainly due to an increase in vacant office stock. ST FILE PHOTO
vice office operators have been catering to these firms by increasing
the available space.
For example, CityHub committed to a new space in Tung Centre

in Collyer Quay, and Regus will
open offices in the JTC Summit
building in Jurong East.
Ms Cheng added: “Nevertheless, the slow and steady build-up

of demand has resulted in a tighter leasing environment where
landlords are now less flexible on
rental negotiations and instead
have been holding or increasing

their asking rents.”
Higher rentals were seen in
most areas, particularly in the
newer and better quality buildings, said DTZ.
For example, average gross
monthly rents in Raffles Place in
the CBD are around $9.40 per sq
ft this quarter, up 1.3 per cent on
the second quarter, according to
DTZ.
Rates in the Shenton Way, Robinson Road and Cecil Street area
rose 3.4 per cent this quarter to
$7.50 per sq ft a month over the
previous quarter.
DTZ’s Singapore research
head, Ms Lee Lay Keng, noted
that office space demand will remain modest, “as cost-conscious
occupiers still prefer to renew existing leases”.
She added: “Average rents in
the CBD are anticipated to rise on
the back of strong occupancy
rates and an expected economic
improvement, but this increase
will be gradual.”
rachaelb@sph.com.sg

Breather for emerging market currencies
By JONATHAN KWOK
BATTERED emerging market currencies have staged a partial recovery following news last week that
the United States will leave its
money-printing programme unchanged.
The Malaysian ringgit, Indian
rupee and Thai baht were among
those to benefit from the decision
last Wednesday although it has
been a modest rally at best.

There were increases of about 2
per cent on Thursday but the euphoria faded quickly and most are
now up only about 1 per cent.
The forex rises were sparked
by the US Federal Reserve’s surprise decision to maintain its
US$85 billion-a-month bond buying programme.
That weakened the greenback
– even against developed market
currencies such as the euro – as investors anticipated the impact of

billions of fresh US dollars continuing to flood the globe.
“The US dollar weakened
against most of its major counterparts for the third consecutive
week,” said a note on Monday
from Phillip Futures investment
analyst Joyce Liu.
Emerging markets in turn enjoyed some inflow of funds from
last Thursday as money managers, faced with a period of lower
yields in the US, went searching

EMERGING MARKET CURRENCIES
Yesterday’s
exchange rate*

Thai Baht
Indian Rupee
Malaysian Ringgit
Indonesian Rupiah

31.242
62.48
3.2067
11,178

% change since
% change
last Wednesday** year to date**

1.3
1.3
0.8
-0.9

-2.2
-14.0
-4.9
-16.0

NOTE:
* Value of US$1, in the specific emerging market currency
** A positive value means the emerging market currency has strengthened
against the US dollar, a negative value means it has weakened
Source: BLOOMBERG

The poll said P&G was best at finding ways of marketing products while improving assets, and placed (from left) Microsoft, General Electric and Coca-Cola in the top 20. PHOTOS: ASSOCIATED PRESS, REUTERS

In Asia, the top 10 “ambidextrous” companies – skilled in both exploration and improvement – included (from left) Samsung, Toyota, Tata and Petronas. PHOTOS: REUTERS, BLOOMBERG

P&G leads in exploration and improvement: Poll
By RACHAEL BOON
CONSUMER goods giant Procter
& Gamble is the world leader in
balancing the ability to explore
new ways of marketing products
while improving existing strategies, a survey has found.
The poll by the Hay Group
management consultants also
placed Microsoft, General Electric and Coca-Cola in the top 20,

while the Asian top 10 include
Samsung, Toyota, Tata and Petronas.
Hay Group Singapore managing director Andrew How said
yesterday: “It is the ambidextrous Asian company – able to engage simultaneously in the exploitation of its existing assets or
products and services, and
exploration of future markets –
that builds a brighter and sustain-

able future.”
He added that firms that show
such flexibility prosper more than
those that are only skilled in either exploration or improvement.
The survey also highlighted
that Asia’s leading firms get better results as they have dedicated
functions – such as human resources, finance and legal – that
specifically support them in finding new marketing approaches

and improving current products.
Mr How said: “(This) is clearly
more expensive than consolidating services... But the benefit is
enormous.”
The Hay Group study found
that the best companies in the area of leadership do well in motivating staff throughout the organisation to do their best.
For example, 73 per cent of the
global top 20 firms said they gave

everyone at every level of the organisation the chance to develop
skills needed to lead others, but
only 47 per cent of all others did
this.
Many senior leadership skills,
such as high levels of emotional
intelligence and analytical thinking, are now recognised to be
“critical at every level of the organisation”, said Mr How.
rachaelb@sph.com.sg

for higher returns.
That helped local currencies,
which had been battered in previous weeks after fund managers
pulled billions of dollars out of the
region in expectation of higher returns in the US.
Those expectations were
dashed by last week’s decision but
the jump among regional currencies did not last as traders reflected that all the Fed did was to delay the inevitable move to slow
down and eventually turn off the
money-printing presses.
“Overall, we think the Fed’s
inaction last week did not signal a
paradigm change but perhaps
demonstrated a more than
healthy dose of caution with regard to the timing of the taper,”
said OCBC Treasury Research on
Monday.
The rupee is up 1.3 per cent
since last Wednesday to 62.48 rupees to the US dollar, while the
baht has risen 1.3 per cent to
31.242 baht to US$1.
The ringgit has gained 0.8 per
cent to RM3.2067 to the greenback, losing some ground after a
2.4 per cent jump last Thursday –
the biggest increase since the
Asian financial crisis in 1998.
But the Indonesian currency
failed to hold to Thursday’s gains.
It is now at 11,178 rupiah to the
US dollar, 0.9 per cent weaker
than its value last Wednesday.
OCBC said Asian exchange
rates will continue to be dictated
by the broad movements of the
US dollar, which is expected to be
“uneven” this week.
Funds flow movements will also play a big role, OCBC added.
Asian currencies may be supported “if risk appetite levels continue
to hold up”.
The recent performance of
emerging market currencies has
helped to partly reverse the slump
last month, when they were hit by
rapid outflows of capital. The currencies are still down against the
US dollar for the year.
Economists hope governments
in emerging markets will use the
respite to implement structural reforms needed for long-term
growth, rather than take the easy
way out to kick the can down the
road.
jonkwok@sph.com.sg

